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DEMOLITION NOTES:

1. SAVE AND RE-USE EXISTING PLAY STRUCTURES THAT ARE STILL IN COMPLIANCE.

2. BASKETBALL, FIELDS AND MULTI-USE FIELDS SHALL REMAIN UNDISTURBED EXCEPT WHERE NEW DESIGN OVERLAPS.

3. PCA GRAVEL SHALL BE REMOVED FROM EXISTING PLAY EQUIPMENT AREAS AND USED IN NEW PLAY PLATE, CRUSHER FILLETS, PATH, AND FOR OUTDOOR CLASSROOM. PCA GRAVEL SHALL BE CLEAR AND FREE FROM DEbris. CONTAMINATED PCA GRAVEL MAY BE LEFT IN PLACE AND TILL INTO SOIL PRIOR TO EARTHWORK.
GRADING NOTES
1. PLANTING BEE Hives AS INSECTAILS THAT FILTER RUNOFF WATER AND FEED VEGETATION.
2. OVERFLOW FROM INSECTAILS ENTERS AREA WILTS AND IS PUMPED TO COVERED STORM DRAIN AT
NORTHEAST CORNER OF SITE.
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PROPOSED AREA WILTS
EXISTING CONTOUR
PROPOSED CONTOUR
PROPOSED PIPE
GATEWAY AND SHADE SHELTER DETAILS
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3" beveled reveal "frames" contain letters on front of wall.

A B C D

width of wall varies (see plans)

beveled edge

beveled reveal with sandblasted alphabet letter

#3 rebar

Concrete seat wall
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CENTRAL CANOPY IS 2' HIGHER

STEEL COLUMN

WELDED WIRE MESH ROOF

STEEL FRAME

METAL WORD CUTOUT ON METAL SUPPORT

PRECAST CONCRETE BLOCKS

BRICK

SIDE ELEVATION - SHELTER

SIDE ELEVATION - GATEWAY

SHELTER AND GATEWAY COLUMN DETAIL

NOTES:
1. EACH PRECAST CONCRETE BLOCK TO BE STAMPED TO LOOK LIKE A BRICK.
2. SHELTER AND GATEWAY BLOCKS TO MATCH BUILDING.
3. METAL LETTER OR WORD CUTOOUTS TO BE WELDED TO STEEL WISH OF
   SHELTER CANOPIES. SHADOWS OF CUTOOUTS WILL BE READABLE ON GROUND PLANE.

BIOFILTRATION PLANTING BED
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NOTES:
1. SIZE OF PIPES AND DEPTH OF SHAKES TO BE DETERMINED.
2. CONCRETE TO BE COLORED TO MATCH SCHOOL BUILDING.
3. CONCRETE TO BE SQUEEZED SMOOTH WHEN PLACED.
4. DISTANCE BETWEEN BEVELED REVEAL TRANSCEALS TO BE
   ADJUSTED SO THAT ALL LETTERS OF ALPHABET ARE
   REPRESENTED AT EQUAL DISTANCES ALONG LENGTH OF WALL.
5. ON BACK OF WALL, BEVELED REVEAL TO BE USED FOR "ABC" (ABC HONORABLE SHEET). STUDENT ART WORK CAN ALSO BE ACCOMODATED.